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Fix List for MONITOR version 7.5.4 

 

General 

 JLIN-9CWB7Q - If you drag and drop documents from the hard drive and save them to Monwin\ExtFiles, 
the files can be overwritten if you try to save a document with the same name as another document. There 
is a new Setting under the heading Document Viewing on the System tab, "Default alternative when 
linking a document with the same name as the existing" to minimize the risk to overwrite an existing file. 
The setting is default set on "Save using another file name", but can be set on "Replace the old document". 

 ÖBRN-9CZL43 - News: Since Reversed tax liability has been extended to also include other services than 
construction services, (for instance scrap). The terms Construction VAT and Construction services are 
changed. The new term is Reversed tax liability. 

 ÖBRN-9D2EGM - The field for EU and Import/Export has been changed in the Update Customer and 
Update Supplier procedures. Before there was a checkbox used to select if the customer/supplier 
belonged to EU or outside the EU (Export/Import). This field is now called Trade area and in the drop-down 
menu you can select Domestic, EU or Export/Import. 

 LREM-9D7JA7 - If you use another date format than Swedish, todays date will always be default in the date 
field in most procedures. 

 SSTG-9DEHJQ - News: Estonian is now a standard language in MONITOR. It’s available under Settings / 
Change language… and language set on the User in the Users procedure. 

 MPEN-9DLHN7 - Attachments to e-mails sent with the built in e-mail function in MONITOR got a common 
MIME type (application/octet-stream). Now the MIME type will be set on the five first attachments of 
known type, i.e. PDF, XML, ZIP, PNG, JPG and GIF. If an unknown file-type is before the fifth attachment, it 
and the following attachments will get the general MIME type. 

 SSTG-9DTGMV - The functions to minimize, reset, maximize and close the Document Viewing window was 
missing in Revision (Parts, Preparation etc.) 

 JLIN-9E9L97 - News: German is now a standard language in MONITOR. It’s available under Settings / 
Change language… and language set on the User in the Users procedure. 

Manufacturing 

 SSTG-9C9953 - The order number wasn’t loaded if you used the Info menu to link from the M-order Info 
(F11) procedure to the Comprehensive Document (Subcontract) procedure. 

 JLIN-9CAB4J - It wasn’t possible to add a Location in the Material Reporting procedure. 

 JELA-9DLGNZ - During auto run of the Post Calculation Selection procedure, a question if you would like 
to save was displayed. 

 FOHN-9E3K9K - The Print Delivery Schedules – Subcontract procedure shall be able to only export 
Parts if you use EDI. 

Purchase 

 LREM-97XC7G - MONITOR-to-MONITOR could import/register on incorrect supplier code. This could occur if 
Our customer number on the supplier that you should register, for instance the invoice on, was equal to a 
supplier code in the supplier register. 

 LAHM-9DEADG - Reminder that purchase order is to be printed wasn’t displayed for all users. This error 
could occur if Purchase limits are used. 
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 SHYS-9DEC9N - The Norwegian payment format Telepay with payment method LBI is adjusted. The name 
of the Central Bank code and the payee’s Country code will now be included in the payment file. This 
adjustment is made due to SEB Norway. 

 JLIN-9DFKYF - Empty pages were printed if you made printouts in the Order List – Purchase procedure. 

 LAHM-9DKD3F - If you had another date format than Swedish set in Windows, an error message was 
displayed in the Payment Suggestions procedure. 

 SSÖG-9DKLCX - Partial delivery of Parts with receiving inspection gave incorrect rest quantity =0 in the 
Arrival Reporting procedure. 

Sales 

 FOHN-9CLCBM - News: Minor layout adjustments for the PostNord Logistics transport label are made. The 
service "DPD Företagspaket 09.00 Begr. Farligt gods" can be selected. If the service "Expresspaket" with 
the alternatives Receiver collects and SMS advising selected, a message will indicate that it is an incorrect 
combination selected. The setting "Contact person instead of street address on row 2 (PostNord Logistics)" 
is removed since it no longer has any function. 

 LREM-9CPGLQ - If you had a Customer order with parts with negative quantity, these were not removed 
from the Order backlog in the Customer's credit limit exceeded window. 

 AFOG-9CWC6A - News: Now it’s possible to use the Agent (AutoRuns) with the function "Print archive to 
PDF" in the Reprint Prior Invoices procedure. AutoRun will save the PDF files in 
"monwin\ExtFiles\PdfArchive" on the server. The AutoRun shall be set up with the job "Print" and it’s 
important that the Defult value you have saved in the Reprint Prior Invoices procedure is set on printing 
1 copy. Please note that if the folder Extfiles doesn’t exist in the Monwin folder, you have to create it 
manually. 

 LREM-9D6E9E - If you used the Polish form set and you previewed an already printed invoice in the 
Register Invoices Directly procedure, MONITOR shut down with a program error. 

 LREM-9D6HV5 - If you used Customer-specific forms for Delivery note delivered, a setting error occurred if 
you tried to send it by e-mail from the Delivery List procedure. If you also used Crystal Reports forms for 
Delivery note delivered, this form was printed even if you used Customer-specific forms. 

 MARN-9DDKYH - The Total alternatives had disappeared in the Delivery Reliability to Customer 
procedure. 

 SHYS-9DED25 - CM and CR were incorrectly displayed in the Quote List and Order List - Sales 
procedures if orders/quotes were in foreign Currency and Set up price rows were used. 

 FOHN-9DGGYY - Only 6 characters/digits were exported in tag 3337 (Shipper GAN:) during FRADOK export 
from the Print Shipping Documents procedure. The field is extended to contain 17 characters/digits. 

 FOHN-9DKAYM - Warning on DHL foreign shipments will no longer be displayed since shipments outside 
Sweden lacks routing codes/linjekoder. This correction applies in the Print Shipping Documents 
procedure. 

 LREM-9DMKQS - If you Classified an Invoice basis on Product group in the Invoice Basis procedure, the 
list could display incorrect total if Part’s in the list were linked to tools. 

 ÖBRN-9DNEPY - Problems could occur when you registered budget on the customer on the Statistics tab in 
the Update Customer procedure.  

 FOHN-9DSLZY - When sending EDI advice with the same order number on several delivery notes, only the 
order for one delivery note was exported. This error could occur in following procedures: Dispatch Advice, 
Pick List and Pick List Delivery Reporting. 

 JEDS-9DUBXJ - If the setting "Select delivery schedule before import" was activated, import in the Import 
EDI Delivery Schedules procedure could give double delivery schedules. 

 SSÖG-9DVM74 - Partial delivered quantities on a row within frozen time during import of delivery 
schedules were zeroed and the rest quantity disappeared in the Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure. 
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Inventory 

 JLIN-9AHHYG - Causing M-order no. wasn’t displayed in the Purchase Order Suggestion procedure. 

 MARN-9DFGGB - Documents linked on the General tab in the Update Part procedure weren’t displayed in 
the Part Info (F12) procedure. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Document 
Viewing. 

 JLIN-9DFHQZ - Linked documents were copied if you created a new part in the Update Part – Inventory 
procedure. 

 SSTG-9DPB6N - If you created a new Part by using Save as… and selected not to copy the information 
under Miscellaneous, existing Supplier links on the new Part weren’t displayed in the Part Info (F12) 
procedure. 

Workshop Info 

 CSIG-9B8CL6 - The speech bubble in the Authorize / Adjust Recording procedure didn’t display all rows 
when there was more than one Comment registered on the day. 

 JLIN-9DKBFD - Recorded days were not displayed in green color in the Authorize / Adjust Recording 
procedure. 

Accounting 

 LREM-9CWKUA - MONITOR could shut down with a program error if you linked from the window Reminder 
of activity for… to the Register Project procedure. 

 ÖBRN-9CZBA5 - Setup cost on the Customer order row wasn’t displayed in the Project Summary. 

 KFTM-9D2E9P - If you selected a new standard chart of accounts from 2012 or 2013 in the Chart of 
Accounts procedure, some extra incorrect accounts could be included. 

 ÖBRN-9DCHRX - If you opened a project in the Register Project procedure, clicked on the Lead time 
chart in the Activities tab, checked Replan automatically and moved an activity sideways, MONITOR would 
shut down with a program error. 

 SHYS-9DEDN6 - Now it’s possible to display Main object/sub-object in the list type Fixed assets in the 
Fixed Asset List procedure, if you have selected a Historical date. You can also select Main object/sub-
object in the list type Depreciation. 

Electronic Invoice Management 

 LREM-9CTJ58 - The Invoice image viewer for EIM is updated to a new version in order to manage corrupt 
PDF- files better. 

 KFTM-9DGHAQ - It wasn’t possible to add a signer in an Authorization list to a Supplier invoice that already 
had been on an Authorization round. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Electronic 
Invoice Management. 

Product Configurator 

 CSIG-9DNBZC - During order registration the cursor could jump to the first row if you made a selection on 
a row in a Selection group with many options. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement 
Product Configurator. 

Business Intelligence 

 AFOG-9AUK2B - Now Monitor Backup supports MONITOR BI. 
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 NOLN-9BUJMK - Now it’s possible to export and import data to/from external systems into MONITOR BI. 

 AFOG-9BXKAQ - A message describing the problem will be displayed if the user couldn’t connect to the 
MONITOR BI database. 

 BKNN-9C4DK9 - If the uses has integrated logon it’s possible to open the Logon window during startup of 
MONITOR BI by pressing CTRL on the keyboard. Then it’s possible to enter another user name and 
password. 

 BKNN-9CJF69 - The indicator for "Work in progress" is displayed when MONITOR BI is trying to connect to 
the database to load information about the user. 

 NOLN-9DEJRU - The text on the Start-up image displayed during start-up of MONITOR BI will be shown on 
the user’s language. 

 NOLN-9DGC93 - The database for MONITOR BI, Settings shall manage language on the user. 

 NOLN-9DT9W3 - The information in the information boxes in User rights settings is improved in MONITOR 
BI. 

 NOLN-9DT9XJ - The boxes for Views and Company are greyed out until you added a row in User rights 
groups. 

 BKNN-9DTKRT - The database in MONITOR BI is updated in order to manage external systems. 

 BKNN-9DUM2R - The MONITOR BI client shall start with the ini file according to HKCU if it shall be started 
from MONITOR’s start program. 

 JWEN-9DVCT4 - New fields for manufacturing orders are added for MONITOR BI. 

 NOLN-9DWBC7 - Selection of available views in User rights in MONITOR BI will be saved and updated. 

 NOLN-9DZLPH - Support for extended selection of Customer district and Customer type is implemented in 
MONITOR BI. 

 JWEN-9E2A9P - The MONITOR BI database is updated to manage the supplement view Inventory Value. 

 JWEN-9E3DBK - The entire user name will be highlighted if you click on the field beside the text or use tab 
to get to the field. This makes it possible to enter a new user name directly without using delete/back 
space to delete character by character. This applies to MONITOR BI. 

 BKNN-9E4KT8 - The Scheduling in MONITOR BI could sometimes display OK even if it failed. Now it also 
displays what caused the failure. 

 NOLN-9E5BKB - The text Acc. Balance will be displayed when you move the cursor over bars in charts in 
the Accounting view in MONITOR BI. 

 


